
Winchester Lettings Group was established in 2008 by Kevin Winchester, 
an experienced property specialist who had spent over 20 years working 
in the estate agency industry.   

 

“What’s interesting is that we can see our properties get more 
‘hits’ on property portals than other agents that might be 
marketing the same property.  In fact, we constantly rank as 
number one on CTR reports from Rightmove, and this is down 
to providing more information, photos and �oor plans for every 
property we are marketing.”  
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The use of �oor plans provide a number of bene�ts to Winchester Lettings and 
its landlords, from creating more interest when a property is marketed to 
supporting the team with a number of additional services as Kevin explains; 

An additional use of �oor plans is with its Inventory Reports service. For 
every ‘check in’, the �oor plan that has already been generated for the 
property is used to highlight speci�c details on the inventory.  For example, 
if a property is being rented with furnishings, Kevin and his team add these 
items onto the �oor plan, in the exact position, so when an inspection is 
carried out, they can use the �oor plan to determine whether any 
furnishings have been altered.

Unlike other agents that offer lettings as part of their residential sales 
office, Winchester Lettings was set-up to just focus on the rental market. 
With a view to being a leader in its field it has always sought to provide 
a superior customer service, and to embrace innovation that is proven 
to deliver value to clients. 

When launching Winchester Lettings Group �ve years ago, Kevin’s aim 
was to create a service that provides landlords with a premium service, 
that goes the ‘extra mile’ to attract the right tenants using creative 
marketing techniques, including providing high quality property details 
and the use of innovations, such as its own iPhone app.

Explains Kevin, 

“On researching the market, I found that many letting agents 
prepare very poor property details. These typically include one or 
two photos and rarely any additional supporting information, such 
as �oor plans. From my point of view, the more information you 
present for a property, the quicker it is snapped-up, therefore, I 
provide a minimum of 10 images for each property, and include 
�oor plans from Metropix as standard.”  

Having used Metropix floor plans in his former sales roles, Kevin was 
fully aware of the benefits that floor plans deliver and opted to 
incorporate floor plans onto all property details from day one, using 
Metropix’s online floor plan software.

“I’ve used Metropix for years and find it very easy to use.  I 
therefore adopted Metropix as soon as I launched Winchester 
Lettings and today we use colour floor plans for all rental 
properties. For our premium Winchester Apartment Living 
division, we use 3D floor plans to give a more individual, 
bespoke look.  Our landlords love them, as do tenants.”

Next in the pipeline is the addition of Metropix’s ‘Space Planner’ tool onto 
the new Winchester Lettings Group website.  The Space Planner tool will 
give tenants the opportunity to access a property’s floor plan on the 
Winchester site and ‘drag and drop’ furnishing so they can see how they 
would live in the property. 

“In the competitive market we’re in, you have to stand out.  The 
inclusion of �oor plans for every property is just one way that we do 
this and we not change this as it impresses our landlords and 
potential tenants love it too. At the end of the day, using �oor plans 
helps us to gain more instructions and attract more tenants. Using 
Metropix is a no brainer as far as I am concerned.”  

Concludes Kevin, 

Confirms Kevin, 

Confirms Kevin, 

“It came to me in a ‘eureka moment’ – why not use the �oor 
plans already created for marketing within the inventory 
reporting.  It’s an ideal way to highlight notes and keep a track 
of furnishings within the property, and so can be relied on 
when future inspections take place or help with disputes, for 
example.”


